Admission to the island’s trail
system is free of charge
although we welcome your
donation at the entrance booth.
Admission to both the trails and
building tours is $10 per person.
Contact VHEMI to arrange
guided group walks for parties
of six or more at a cost of $5 per
person.

If you have enjoyed a visit to
Ministers Island, please consider
making a donation to or
becoming a member of VHEMI
to help us maintain and improve
the trail system.
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Nearly 20 kilometers of centuryold carriage trails and paths,
many of which lie along the
shores of Passamaquoddy Bay,
are open for you to enjoy at your
own pace. The Perimeter Trail
is 7K (4.2M) long while shorter
hikes can be taken by connecting
with the Central Trail.
The province of New Brunswick
owns the entire island which is
both a nature preserve and an
historic site.
Ministers Island is managed by
the non-profit Van Horne Estate
on Ministers Island, Inc
(VHEMI)
Address:
199 Carriage Road
Ministers Island, NB E5B OA4
Website: ministersisland.net
Email:
tours@ministersisland.net
Phone: (506) 529-5081

BEWARE THE TIDES!
The bar that connects Ministers
Island to the mainland is
accessible for 2 ½ hours each side
of low tide. The remainder of the
day, the bar is underwater. If
there is water over the bar, DO
NOT try to cross on foot or in a
vehicle. Swift currents and cold
water are very dangerous. Wait 6
hours until the bar is accessible
again.
Information on accessible times is
available at both ends of the bar.
Also, the website
http://www.waterlevels.gc.ca/en
g/station?sid=40 has tidal data
for St. Andrews.

The Carriage Trails
of
Ministers Island
St. Andrews, NB

Walkers, birders, bicyclers, rock
hounds, picnickers, beachcombers,
clam diggers and explorers are
welcome!

Get some exercise, enjoy nature
and explore the past, all with a
self -guided tour of the unique
carriage roads and trails on
Canada’s largest tidal island. You
will see white-tail deer and other
game, seabirds, beach glass and
sea shells, cliffs and beautiful
views.
Check the tides and visit today!
(506) 529-5081
(MAP INSIDE)

Ministers Island Trail Map
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Connector to Central Trail
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Moose Manor and secret path
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Connector to Central Trail
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Osprey Outlook connector
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Beach access
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Connector to Central Trail
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Beach access
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Connector to Covenhoven
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Cedar Lane
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Right for Central Trail
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Perimeter Trail, 7K (4.2M)
Central Trail, 3K (2M)
Connector Trails

Stone gate posts
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Shea’s Hill trail marker
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Connector to Perimeter Trail
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Secret path to Moose Manor
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Connector to Perimeter Trail
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Connector to Perimeter Trail
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Stairway to Perimeter Trail
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Covenhoven connection

10 CM (2.5 IN) = .7 K (1/2 M)

